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About This Game

Bummer! World War III happened and killed most of the world’s population. The ones that got toasted were the lucky ones.
Survivors live in constant fear of being murdered or enslaved by violent gangs, renegade military units and, of course; mutants.

Outfitted with a heavily armored car, unlimited firepower and a thirst for vengeance, our Heroine – the Wasteland Angel roams
the radioactive wastes, travelling from one God-forsaken town to the next, protecting survivors from being enslaved. She’s on a

mission, to defend those that can’t defend themselves.

Wasteland Angel is a throw-back to the era of vintage arcade shooters, where players fend off waves of enemies and ultimately
face-off against epic end-level bosses. From a top-down isometric view, players pilot the Wasteland Angel’s overpowered

vehicle as its dual machine guns cut a swath across the terrain. To handle whatever the gangs, muties and renegades throws her
way, Wasteland Angel has upgradeable weapons and ammo that can rip enemies from this life and toss them into the next.

Key features:
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24 Levels of fast-paced action across 6 ravaged landscapes
3 Enemy Factions including Gangers, Renegades and Mutants
4 Difficulty Levels from beginner to suicide
Different mission objectives from escort to an all-out offensive
Super weapons increase the carnage, including: Mines, Napalm, EMP and Nukes
Huge boss battles to test your skill and stamina
Bonus levels featuring FPS driving/shooting mayhem
Online Scoreboards for each Difficulty Level
Star ratings for all levels and 40 achievements for all completionists
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Title: Wasteland Angel
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Octane Games, Meridian4
Publisher:
Meridian4
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2011
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English,French,German,Russian
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fixed the scenario editor so is all good. Great game, my 6 year old loves it and plays it alot!. its a fun game and quite enjoyable
the only negitive i would say is it way to short i mean you can compleat the game in a hour. I love this game I love rugby the best
rugby game available so many options for each set piece ruck ect very fun and addicting. This game knows what it wants to be,
strips itself down to the bare essentials, and provides a concrete experience. Some indie games skimp on the difficulty,
preferring to woo you with your nostalgia, but I can faithfully say that this title offers a genuine challenge. You will die, a lot.
There's 8 levels in all and each one has a different theme with different environments and hazards unique to it, each with a boss
at the end. The graphics are crisp and the controls are tight, and the shooting feels on point.

Plenty to like and not much to criticize, especially for 99 cents.. only 2 players in this game. I like it. can anyone help me with
the problems that the game stop working when i connect with a controller?
. A very good game indeed.

When you play the first few levels you're going to think: This is the easiest game I
have ever played! Wait till you get to level twenty haha, you will think different.

10/10
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Like its predecessor “Emily wants to play” it holds up to its name however with many new playmates which makes it even more
interesting to discover how to escape. Some frustrating moments not being able to figure out the puzzle to finish the level,
however enjoyable none the less. Highly recommend!. It's a fun game involving trying to survive "mutant" aliens that can rip
your♥♥♥♥♥♥a new one.

Similar to the psycological elements of TTT where trust is the only way you can survive.
One mistake can kill everyone. It's also really funny when someone is the alien and you make them get confused by shooting
you and you say they are Okay. For 10 minutes it takes them a while to realise they are the alien again.

The developers are pretty nice as they communicate with everyone talking about some of the changes on discord. If you want to
be part of something great, get this game and get along with the community as it's one of the nicest communities so far.

It would be interesting if they added some AI players and Voice chat at one point (as typing is the only way which gets you
killed 90% of the time).

I've had fun playing this game. The only problem at this moment in time there isn't a constant influx of players which is a
shame.
The more people buy the game the better as the community increases. Reason i am recommending this game as it needs more
players.. A Wonderful Story,No lies at all. Those Tactics,The FPS, Every Chapter/Mission Is Interesting which won't get your
Bored Quickly. Every Brothers In Arms' Games,Bring Tears to My eyes,By Music or the Dialogues. I suggest You to Buy the
Complete series at once. Play This series,From The RTH30 To Hell's Highway. I request Ubisoft/GearBox Studios to make the
Sequel.. so good. space strategy game, with real time alien destrying flying missions. a bit buggy but still worth it. good thinking
game to get the gears turning.

kinda remindes me of the playstation game Monty Python's: Blazing Dragons. that was fun.

I bet it took a long time to do the art.
cant wate for the nexed chapter.. How do I download mods with it on steam, just seems complicated. The tubular design is an
innovative and interesting if risky design choice. In order to get away with disorientating gamers with a quirky interface it really
ought to have been first order of business to offset this with superlative controls. No cigar. Controls ought to have been
remappable and user friendly from the outset. Who in their right mind hard maps the movement control to the arrow keys so
that right handed players have to discard the mouse to use them? Mouse camera control is a miserable experience. The UI is an
absolute nightmare. With so few buildings what the hell is the point of a rotating menu? Just open up a menu and click or better
still just a row of small icons at the bottom of the screen. The ever present build queue menu is vast and takes up way too much
screen real estate expecially when trying to move with your mouse can so easily open the wholly unnecessary and clunky
rotating build choices. Why no indicator as to where buildings have been plopped so they can be laid out accurately? As it
currently stands it is a clunky uninntuitive nausea inducing mess. There's undoubtedly a good game buried under this abysmal
UI, and I'm sure its possible to acclimatise, but life's too short and I simply can't be bothered to overcome such unneccessary
irritations in a game whose quirky design should have made ironing out these issues a top priority. Something similar to God Of
War. Just that it isn't as good and graphics are poor. Both bikes need to be in your collection. Worth it.
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